DRUNKEN SAILOR

[Dm] WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH A DRUNKEN SAILOR?
[C] WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH A DRUNKEN SAILOR?
[Dm] WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH A DRUNKEN SAILOR?
[C] EAR-LYE IN THE [Dm] MORNING?

CHORUS:
[Dm] WAH-HEY, AN’ UP SHE RISES { STOP }
[C] WAH-HEY, AN’ UP SHE RISES { STOP }
[Dm] WAH-HEY, AN’ UP SHE RISES
[C] EAR-LYE IN THE [Dm] MORNING

[Dm] PUT HIM IN THE LONGBOAT ‘TIL HE’S SOBER
[C] PUT HIM IN THE LONGBOAT ‘TIL HE’S SOBER
[Dm] PUT HIM IN THE LONGBOAT ‘TIL HE’S SOBER
[C] EAR-LYE IN THE [Dm] MORNING?

CHORUS
[Dm] KEEP HIM THERE AND MAKE HIM BAIL ‘ER
[C] KEEP HIM THERE AND MAKE HIM BAIL ‘ER
[Dm] KEEP HIM THERE AND MAKE HIM BAIL ‘ER
[C] EAR-LYE IN THE [Dm] MORNING?

CHORUS
[Dm] GIVE HIM A DOSE OF SALT AND WATER
[C] GIVE HIM A DOSE OF SALT AND WATER
[Dm] GIVE HIM A DOSE OF SALT AND WATER
[C] EAR-LYE IN THE [Dm] MORNING?

CHORUS
[Dm] SHAVE HIS BELLY WITH A RUSTY RAZOR
[C] SHAVE HIS BELLY WITH A RUSTY RAZOR
[Dm] SHAVE HIS BELLY WITH A RUSTY RAZOR
[C] EAR-LYE IN THE [Dm] MORNING?

CHORUS
[Dm] WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH A DRUNKEN SAILOR?
[C] WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH A DRUNKEN SAILOR?
[Dm] WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH A DRUNKEN SAILOR?
[C] EAR-LYE IN THE [Dm] MORNING?

CHORUS  x2 (SLOW LAST LINE)